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00:31:04 synthiasmith: How do you prove you generated it?
00:36:22 Paula Shepherd: Jasper.ai is compartmentalized in that way. But it is a paid resource
00:38:14 Kara Kelley: Reacted to Jasper.ai is compart... with " "
00:39:57 synthiasmith: Reacted to "Jasper.ai is compart..." with 
00:40:33 Maura Thomas (she/her): My articles are scraped verbatim and posted other places all the time. 
There’s really no way to stop it, it’s like whack-a-mole.
00:41:51 synthiasmith: Reacted to "My articles are scra..." with 
00:43:28 synthiasmith: I agree Maura!
00:43:36 Tracie: What does it mean to have your own Chat GPT machine built?
00:43:42 Paula Shepherd: Is this in the paid version of ChatGPT, @Carolyn ?
00:46:13 Dianne Armstrong (she/her): I'm assuming the benefit is that others can't access what you 
upload in your private version?
00:46:48 Maura Thomas (she/her): I just read the FAQs in ChatGPT, @Dianne Armstrong (she/her), and 
it doesn’t specifically say that.
00:47:00 Dianne Armstrong (she/her): Reacted to "I just read the FAQs..." with 
00:57:55 LeAnn Pashina: I have found it very helpful for names, titles and ideas as well, gets me unstuck
01:00:08 synthiasmith: Maura - you just inspired me to tinker with my website.  :-)
01:00:22 Maura Thomas (she/her): Reacted to "Maura - you just ins..." with 
01:00:26 Maura Thomas (she/her): Reacted to "I have found it very..." with 
01:00:57 LeAnn Pashina: True, these meetings become masterminds in a way, which we all find valuable
01:01:07 synthiasmith: Reacted to "True, these meetings..." with 
01:01:40 Dianne Armstrong (she/her): What do you use the avatar for?
01:03:21 synthiasmith: Love this!  No bad hair days!
01:03:27 Kara Kelley: Love it! 
01:04:39 LeAnn Pashina: jill@rendermedia.ai
https://rendermedia.ai/
here is the information for Render tool you can reach out to
01:05:26 Jackie W.: Thank you, Carolyn, for the opportunity to learn ab AI avatar from you and our fellow 
speakers here! 
01:05:43 Jackie W.: @Evelyn Rae Vieira Thank you so much!
01:06:46 LeAnn Pashina: this is Jills linkedin as well you can connect  
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dynamicjill/
01:07:06 synthiasmith: …So… why use an avatar instead of recording a bunch of short clips?
01:07:58 LeAnn Pashina: Synthia - I would suggest reaching out to Jill and learn ways to use it and see it 
if would help you save time, she is helpful and how speakers can use as well
01:08:03 Maura Thomas (she/her): The answer for me is that I hate recording myself. It’s just a hassle 
between showering, makeup, hair, lighting, background, scripting, blah blah blah.
01:08:20 KymberliSpeight.com: @synthiasmith to save time. You can give it a script and it will create the 
video. So you also don't have to be in a studio to get the better quality. You can also change clothes. More 
than what you own perhaps. LOL!
01:08:32 Dianne Armstrong (she/her): Reacted to "@synthiasmith to sav..." with 
01:08:53 LeAnn Pashina: another advantage is that you can have a message your avatar will say and it 
will have you talking in several languages, which depending upon your audiences, can be very helpful
01:08:59 Maura Thomas (she/her): No @KymberliSpeight.com at least with Render, you can’t. My avatar 
will always be wearing the same clothes.
01:09:16 Maura Thomas (she/her): Yes @LeAnn Pashina, that’s true.
01:09:26 Jackie W.: @Maura Thomas (she/her) Thank you very much for sharing and detailed explanation 
about your AI avatar!
01:09:41 Maura Thomas (she/her): Reacted to "@Maura Thomas (she/h..." with 
01:10:15 Dianne Armstrong (she/her): What does copyleaks do exactly?
01:10:49 KymberliSpeight.com: Replying to "No @KymberliSpeight...."

That's interesting about the clothing. I bet it will be coming since AI pictures will change your clothing.
01:10:53 Jackie W.: Reacted to "@synthiasmith to sav..." with 
01:11:22 Dianne Armstrong (she/her): got it - thanks!
01:11:23 Jackie W.: Reacted to "jill@rendermedia.ai
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..." with 
01:14:00 Dianne Armstrong (she/her): great resource!
01:15:30 LeAnn Pashina: for prompt ideas and help  https://snackprompt.com/
01:16:33 LeAnn Pashina: tool to check content if AI or not  https://copyleaks.com/
01:16:40 Carolyn: https://snackprompt.com/carolyn_cummins
01:17:00 synthiasmith: Reacted to "Synthia - I would su..." with 
01:17:09 synthiasmith: Reacted to "The answer for me is..." with 
01:17:17 synthiasmith: Reacted to "@synthiasmith to sav..." with 
01:17:29 synthiasmith: Reacted to "another advantage is..." with 
01:17:43 synthiasmith: Reacted to "@Maura Thomas (she/h..." with 
01:24:47 synthiasmith: Are there any CRM’s using AI?  That might be where to find this functionality...
01:24:57 Maura Thomas (she/her): Mailbuter.io is a great email plugin that offers the service you 
describe, @Jackie W.
01:25:35 Maura Thomas (she/her): Replying to "No @KymberliSpeight...."

01:25:35 synthiasmith: Is Mailbutler.io still one for Apple Mail?
01:26:04 Maura Thomas (she/her): Replying to "No @KymberliSpeight...."

They do provide upgrades all the time, so maybe it’s available already.
01:26:15 Maura Thomas (she/her): Replying to "No @KymberliSpeight...."

But I don’t think so.
01:26:33 Maura Thomas (she/her): Yep, that’s where I use it, @synthiasmith
01:26:43 synthiasmith: Reacted to "Yep, that’s where I ..." with 
01:26:51 LeAnn Pashina: https://www.mailbutler.io/
01:27:40 Jackie W.: Replying to "Mailbuter.io is a gr..."

Thank you very much, Maura! 
01:27:54 Maura Thomas (she/her): Reacted to "https://www.mailbutl..." with 
01:29:21 Jackie W.: Replying to "https://www.mailbutl..."

Thank you very much, LeAnn! 
01:32:47 Dianne Armstrong (she/her): where is it getting the additional content from?  just making it 
up or pulling ideas from the cloud?
01:41:17 Dianne Armstrong (she/her): very cool!
01:44:47 LeAnn Pashina: https://www.envato.com/
01:44:50 Paula Shepherd: Soundstripe is good one, too. They have paid versions, but also free.
01:45:06 LeAnn Pashina: https://themeforest.net/
01:45:14 KymberliSpeight.com: Reacted to "Soundstripe is good ..." with 
01:45:19 KymberliSpeight.com: Reacted to "https://themeforest...." with 
01:45:33 LeAnn Pashina: https://www.soundstripe.com/royalty-free-music-ppc?
hsa_ad=&hsa_kw=soundstripe&hsa_acc=8299718124&hsa_ver=3&hsa_src=s&hsa_cam=1904185353&hsa_
mt=e&hsa_grp=1355698745288551&hsa_net=bing&hsa_tgt=kwd-84731661215475:loc-
190&msclkid=386d7d56a8e71ddea99418fc0b547c8c
01:48:19 synthiasmith: Where was that?
01:49:05 Dianne Armstrong (she/her): thanks so much!  Unfortunately, I need to drop.  Everyone have 
a great weekend!
01:49:27 LeAnn Pashina: thanks for joining us Dianne
01:51:39 Paula Shepherd: I had no idea you could do that. Very cool
01:53:17 Maura Thomas (she/her): Hi all, thanks for this! I had no idea Canva was so powerful, thanks 
@Carolyn! (Maybe you could do a learning lab on this sometime, where we could bring our projects and you 
could help us learn Canva with our own projects! Or maybe you’ll consider private lessons. ) 

I have to run. Have a great weekend everyone!
01:53:34 Kara Kelley: Reacted to Hi all, thanks for t... with " "
01:53:35 Paula Shepherd: Reacted to "Hi all, thanks for t..." with 
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01:59:09 synthiasmith: Reacted to "Hi all, thanks for t..." with 
02:05:42 Evelyn Rae Vieira: Thank you so much Carolyn! This was super helpful. I need to jump off, 
have a great weekend everyone!
02:08:16 Paula's OtterPilot: Some key takeaways from the meeting include:
- Chat GPT and other AI tools can be useful for generating ideas and content, but humans still need to 
evaluate and edit the output
- Be careful about copyright and privacy when uploading your own content to AI tools
- Tools like Canva make it easy to transform text, images, and videos into different formats like social media 
posts, blogs, and videos
- Prompts are important - the more specific and knowledgeable the prompt, the better the response from AI 
will be
- Consider creating your own closed AI system to have more control over your content and how it's used
02:09:53 Carolyn: Carolyn@santoshasolutions.com
02:10:00 Carolyn: santoshasolutions.com
02:10:29 Paula Shepherd: I have to run! See some of you this afternoon at the story telling workshop  
Hope to see our guests again soon!
02:10:35 KymberliSpeight.com: Reacted to "I have to run! See s..." with 
02:10:37 Paula Shepherd: Great info Carolyn! Thank you so much!
02:10:55 Tracie: Thank you
02:11:28 Carolyn: YES!
02:11:45 Carolyn: https://nsa-austin.com/writers-retreat/
02:11:47 KymberliSpeight.com: This has been awesome! Thank you Carolyn for the info and LeAnn for 
hosting! You knocked it out of the park! 
02:11:55 Carolyn: Reacted to "This has been awesom..." with 
02:12:52 Kara Kelley: Reacted to This has been awesom... with " "
02:12:56 Marilyn S. Feinstein: Carolyn, LeAnn  - Thanks so much - wonderful 
02:13:03 synthiasmith: Thank you Carolyn!
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